March 10, 2020.


On behalf of the Actuarial Society of Ghana (ASG) and the International Actuarial Association (IAA), we would like to inform you that the 6th African Actuarial Congress (6AAC), Accra 2020 slated for March 18 -19, 2020 at Movenpick Ambassador Hotel, Accra will not be held as planned.

This decision was concluded with the ultimate purpose of safeguarding the health of all congress attendees against the recent outbreak of the COVID-19 epidemic across the globe.

Note that the event will be postponed to newly proposed dates in September 2020. The actual dates will be confirmed after a month of closely monitoring developments on the epidemic. The program and all other aspects of the Congress remains unchanged.

We sincerely apologize for any inconvenience that may result from this abrupt change. We humbly entreat you to bear with us as we are eager to see you at the 6th African Actuarial Congress (6AAC) and will greatly appreciate if you plan your calendar to include the new dates once confirmed.

Should you have any concern(s), please direct them to the Congress Secretariat via congress@asg.org.gh or +233 302 937238.

Sincerely,

Neil N.A Tagoe
President ASG

Mathieu Langelier
Executive Director, IAA.